**Hodgkin Lymphoma**

**Previously Untreated**
- **Systemic Treatment with Curative Intent**
  - **LYMHD0021**
    - Randomised Phase III Trial w/ PET Response Adapted Design Comparing ABVD +/- ISRT w/ A2VD +/- ISRT in Patients w/ Previously Untreated Stage IA/II A Hodgkin Lymphoma (RADAR)
    - PI: Advani Sponsor: University College London

**Previously Treated**
- **Subsequent Salvage**
  - **PD-1 Inhibitor Naive**
    - If Matches (a) Mutation(s) in 1 ≤ Treatment Arms
      - **LYMHD0019**
        - Phase II Nivolumab and Pembrolizumab in Relapsed or Refractory Classic Hodgkin Lymphoma
        - PI: Advani Sponsor: Stanford University

- **None at This Time**

**KEY**
- Pending
- Open for Enrollment
- Observational Study
- Optional Path
- Link
- Trial Posting
- Extension Study
- Immunotherapy
- Enrollment on Hold